Notes from Neighbourhood Development Plan Meeting – 11th June 2015

Present: Brian Barnett, Audrey Bott, Jo King, Mark Richards, Kate Darby, Liz Connolly, Cllr Sebastian Bowen
Apologies: Barrie Morgan, Andrew Thompson, Peter Furneaux, Tom Rogers, David Connor, Robert Chitham,

1/ Correspondence with Ted Bannister (HC liaison officer) and Data Orchard
How sites we choose relate to core strategy and what mech we use to propose sites. Adjusting existing and drawing new settlement boundaries at named settlements. Exception housing can occur e.g. affordable, tied housing, brownfield conversion, exceptional design, Gypsies or Travellers

2/ Work on public meeting.
Date: 21st June 2015, Time: 4 pm, Venue: St Leonards, Yarpole.
Screen on South Wall, with agenda projection on arrival.

Agenda for meeting –

• intro - Sebastian
• context - brief history of NP. Brian.
• constraints and dangers. Sebastian.
• vision and objectives. Barrie
• criteria for sites. Liz.
• tea break with maps 30 mins max. Jo
• comments and queries. Sebastian.

Participants: steering group + Cllr S Bowen

Organisation: Venue preparation - Barrie/Jo, audio visual – Barrie, refreshments - Jo, Audrey and Tom

Publicity: Audrey to do in-church publicity, Jo to email groups, Liz to add banner to website home page, Steering group to publicise verbally

3/ Visions and Objectives
Thanks very much to Brian and Barrie for drafting these. The meeting discussed the Visions and Objectives in some detail and collated a second draft to be presented to the rest of the steering group and public meeting. Brian will finalise the wording and distribute shortly.

Next meeting tbc